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About Drawing Capital

3 Drawing Capital

Investment 
Focus

Primarily invest in high-growth software, e-commerce, 
and healthcare technology companies

Investment 
Emphasis

Emphasis on innovative technologies, quality 
distributions channels, and enduring business models

Investment 
Approach

Rigorous bottom-up fundamental analysis in the 
“innovation economy” with a technical overlay

Key 
Differentiator

Use of insights from startup ecosystem, research, and 
intermarket analysis for public & private investments
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Changes in 
Consumer Behavior

● Consumer Shift from Offline to Online

● Physical World vs. Virtual World vs. Hybrid

● Digital Trust vs. Physical Trust

● Directional Arrow of Communication

Changes in Consumer Behavior

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.
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Consumer Shift Towards Online Activities is a Long-Term Trend and was 
Accelerated by COVID-19.

Data Sources:
(1) Pew Research Center, https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/internet-broadband/
(2) American Time Use Survey by BLS, https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/atus.pdf 
(3) State of Mobile 2022 Report by App Annie Intelligence, https://www.appannie.com/en/go/state-of-mobile-2022/

6 Changes in Consumer Behavior

Gaming & Leisure on Computers
In 2020, Americans between ages 15-19 

spent an average of 1.9 hours on 
gaming and leisure on computers.

Mobile Phones
In 2021, App Annie estimated that 

Americans spent an average of 4.2 hours 
on mobile devices per day per user.

TV Watching
According to a BLS survey, 

the average American watched 
3.1 hours of TV per day in 2020.



COVID-19 Changed Consumer Behavior & Legitimized Time Spent in 
Virtual Environments 

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

7 Changes in Consumer Behavior

1 2 3

4 5 6

Video Gaming Land Discovery Freedom of Expression 
with Art & Leisure

Digital Connectivity Hybrid & Remote Work Generational Shift Towards 
Experiences & 

Content Creation



3 Versions of “Real Life”: Physical, Virtual, and Hybrid Worlds

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

8 Changes in Consumer Behavior

Hybrid World

Physical World Virtual World

Intersecting 
Worlds



Mobile Phones as Personal Remote Controls 

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

9 Changes in Consumer Behavior

Apple iPhone 
& Connectivity

Apple 
AirPods

App Store

CarPlay & 
Continuity 

Apple 
Watch



Directional Arrow of Communication

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

10 Changes in Consumer Behavior

More Online

More Immersive

More Volume



Consumer Behavior: Mimetic Theory, Validation, and Status Signalling

11 Changes in Consumer Behavior

External Validation
Confirmation of Beliefs, Approval & Acceptance of Others, Opposite of Internal Validation

Status Signalling
Methods of Expression, Concept of “Flexing”, Network Graph Theory 

Mimetic Theory
Imitation, Competition, Metaphysical Desire, Internal & External Mediation



Online Experiences Translate Into Tangible Value

Data Source: Bloomberg, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-10-21/china-s-lipstick-brother-livestream-has-record-2-billion-day 

12 Changes in Consumer Behavior

Chinese influencer & livestreamer Li Jiaqi 
sold $1.9B in products via livestream 
shopping on Alibaba’s Taobao online 
marketplace during “Singles Day” 
shopping season in 2021.

Example: $1.9B Examples of Converting Online 
Experiences into Tangible Value

● Advertising
● Content Consumption 
● Creator Economy
● Digital Communication
● E-Commerce
● Gaming
● Information Search
● Productivity Tools
● Social Media
● Subscription Software
● Tele-health



Methods of Establishing & Managing Trust in Virtual & Physical Worlds

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

13 Changes in Consumer Behavior

Physical TrustDigital Trust vs.



Identity Management

● Rise of Multiple Personas

● Ambiguities in Identity

● Pseudonymity & Decentralization

● Instagram Case Study

Identity Management

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

II
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Changing Roles & Ambiguities of Identities & Rise of Multiple Personas

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

15 Identity Management

AnonymityPseudonymityDigital IdentityPhysical Identity



Intersection of Pseudonymity & Decentralization

16 Identity Management

DecentralizationPseudonymity



“Finsta vs. Rinsta vs. Insta” for Gen Z on Instagram

17 Identity Management

Types of 
Instagram 

Profiles

“Insta”

“Rinsta” “Finsta”



Introduction to the Metaverse

● Several layers, attributes, traits, and 

intersecting trends exist for the potential 

multi-trillion-dollar metaverse opportunity.

● Facebook’s Connect 2021 announcements & 

rebranding to Meta Platforms accelerated the 

growing public interest in the metaverse.

● The early innings of the “metaverse trend” 

indicate lots of opportunities with the 

acknowledgement that uncertainty exists.

Introduction to the Metaverse

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

III
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Early Examples of Virtual Worlds

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

19 Introduction to the Metaverse

Online 
Gaming

Online Social 
Networking

Interactive 
Gaming & 

Fitness

Early Examples of Virtual Worlds



3 Traits in Virtual Worlds

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

20 Introduction to the Metaverse

3 Traits in
Virtual Worlds

23

1

Value

Utility

Belief



Introduction to the Metaverse

Defining the Metaverse

21

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

“Universe”

>> Indicates the 
vastness in all of time 
& space

“Meta”

>> Implies “going 
beyond”, information 
about data, and feelings 
of “transcending 
something”

“Metaverse”

>> Describes an alternative digital 
reality and place where people 
socialize, play, communicate, create, 
and work



3 Characteristics of the Metaverse

22 Introduction to the Metaverse

Virtual Immersion

Interoperability Real World Connection

Metaverse 
Traits

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.



Convergence of 4 Trends is a Multi-Trillion-Dollar Tailwind

23 Introduction to the Metaverse

4 Converging Trends

Democratization

Identification

Decentralization Virtualization

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.



Introduction to the Metaverse

10 Metaverse Attributes

24

Persistence

Interoperability

Digital Identity Contribution & 
Content Creation

Accessibility & Inclusion

Synchronicity 
with Real-Time Inclusion

Economic 
Functionality & Output

Simulation, Scope & Scale

Network Effects 3D Extension
of the Internet

Sources:
(1) “The Seven Rules of the Metaverse” by Tony Parisi, 10/22/2021, https://medium.com/meta-verses/the-seven-rules-of-the-metaverse-7d4e06fa864c
(2) “Back Around the World: 2021 in Review” by Mark Yusko, 12/16/2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jVjLhKwqD6Y&ab_channel=AroundtheWorldwithYusko 



Introduction to the Metaverse

7 Layers of the Metaverse

25

Sources:
(1) “The Metaverse Value-Chain” by Jon Radoff, 4/7/2021, https://medium.com/building-the-metaverse/the-metaverse-value-chain-afcf9e09e3a7
(2) “Back Around the World: 2021 in Review” by Mark Yusko, 12/16/2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jVjLhKwqD6Y&ab_channel=AroundtheWorldwithYusko 

Infrastructure

Human Interface

Decentralization

Spatial Computing

Creator Economy

Discovery

Experience



Summary of Meta Platform’s Metaverse Initiatives at 
the Connect 2021 Conference

Source of Opinions & Quotes: Meta Platforms (formerly known as Facebook) & Mark Zuckerberg, Published on 10/28/2021, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uvufun6xer8&ab_channel=Meta

26 Introduction to the Metaverse

1
4 Focus Areas: New technologies, new & immersive experiences, creator economy, and building 
communities. The metaverse will enable people to “embody experiences with a deep feeling of presence” 
as opposed to just virtually and passively “viewing experiences”.

2
Directional Arrow of Technology: Technology has given more voice to express ourselves and 
“experience the world with ever greater richness…We believe the metaverse will be the successor to the 
mobile internet” - Mark Zuckerberg. 

3 Avatars: In the future, avatars won’t be 2-D static images. Instead, avatars will be 3-D dynamic expressions 
of our emotions & expressions, our desired avatar image, and our digital identities. Additionally, there will 
be virtual wardrobes designed by different creators, companies, and apps to wear on avatars.

4
Virtual Teleporting: Within the future state of the metaverse, people will be able to virtually teleport 
across different spaces and worlds. Additionally, “In order to unlock the potential of the metaverse, 
there needs to be interoperability…teleporting around the metaverse is going to be like clicking a link 
on the internet, and it’s an open standard” - Mark Zuckerberg.

5
What’s Next for Meta Platforms in the Metaverse: Meta has identified 8 themes in the metaverse and is 
exploring practical metaverse applications in industries such as fitness, gaming, travel, and education. 
The key takeaway is that because the metaverse is in its early building stages, there seems to be endless 
possibilities of imagination, creativity, and value creation in the metaverse.



Thoughts on Facebook’s Corporate Name Change to “Meta Platforms”

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

27 Introduction to the Metaverse

Directional Arrow of 
Immersive Communication

More Online Content, 
Consumption, and Productivity

Alternative Platform & 
Business Strategy

Traverse between 
Physical & Digital Worlds

Metaverse



Digital Sovereign States

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

28 Introduction to the Metaverse

“One Digital World”

Key Insight: In a likely scenario, there will not be only one digital world. Similar to how 
different countries and sovereign states have different rules and norms, different 

digital sovereignty among “digital geographies” will most likely be present.



Sample Metaverse Risks

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

29 Introduction to the Metaverse

Governance

Privacy & Safety

Data Protection & Rights Decreasing Level of Physical 
Connection with Others

Power of Platforms

Misinformation & 
Disinformation

Changing Consumer Behavior 
with Reward Mechanism 

Intrusive Communication

Viewing of 
Uncomfortable Content

Headaches from Long-Term 
Wear of VR Headsets



Metaverse Enthusiasm
● Tremendous enthusiasm exists among several 

tech executives and industry analysts on the 

future of the metaverse.

● Digital property rights & NFTs have real utility 

and value.

● There are several publicly-traded gaming 

companies and a few ETFs related to gaming 

and the metaverse.

● The intersection of DeFi & the metaverse is 

already creating value, with more to come.

Metaverse Enthusiasm

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.
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Identifying Exponential Opportunities: The High-Growth Triangle

31 Metaverse Enthusiasm

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

Exceptional Leadership

Technological Inflection Point Unique Circumstance or Insight

High-Growth 
Triangle



Stages of Value Creation in Virtual Worlds: 
Enter, Explore, Create & Connect 

Metaverse Enthusiasm32

1. Enter the Virtual World

2. Explore the Virtual World

3. Create & Connect in the Virtual World

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.



Metaverse: Supporting Quotes from Tech CEOs

Data Sources:
(1) “The Metaverse and How We’ll Build It Together - Connect 2021” by Meta, Published on 10/28/2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uvufun6xer8&ab_channel=Meta
(2) Yahoo Finance Interview with NVIDIA CEO Jensen Huang, 11/12/2021, 
https://news.yahoo.com/nvidia-ceo-the-metaverse-will-be-much-much-bigger-than-the-physical-world-174256652.html
(3) Microsoft & Activision Blizzard M&A Conference Call Transcript from Koyfin, 1/18/2022 

33 Metaverse Enthusiasm

Satya Nadella, Chairman & CEO of Microsoft 
“When we think about our vision for what a metaverse can be, we believe there won’t be a single 

centralized metaverse, and there shouldn’t be. We need to support many metaverse platforms as well as 
a robust ecosystem of content, commerce, and applications. In gaming, we see the metaverse as a 

collection of communities and individual identifies anchored in strong content franchises accessible on 
every business… Today, three billion consumers around the world play games, and we expect this 

number will reach 4.5 billion by 2030”.

Mark Zuckerberg, Co-Founder, Chairman & CEO of Meta Platforms
“We believe the metaverse will be the successor to the mobile internet”.

Jensen Huang, Co-Founder, President & CEO of NVIDIA
“The commerce and economy of the virtual world will be much, much bigger than the economy of the 

physical world… The virtual world is not limited by the conservation of mass nor energy… The metaverse 
is a 3D extension of the internet that will be much, much bigger than the 3D physical world”.



Metaverse: Supporting Quotes from Industry Research

Data Sources: 
(1) Exchanges at Goldman Sachs: Understanding the Metaverse and Web 3.0, 1/11/2022, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JIukjje5XAA 
(2) “The Metaverse: Web 3.0 Virtual Cloud Economies” by David Grider and Matt Maximo at Grayscale Research, Published in November 2021, 
https://grayscale.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Grayscale_Metaverse_Report_Nov2021.pdf
(3) “Intro to the Metaverse” Blog by Mario Stefanidis, Roundhill Investments, 6/24/2021, https://www.roundhillinvestments.com/research/metaverse/intro-to-the-metaverse

34 Metaverse Enthusiasm

Mario Stefanidis, VP of Research at Roundhill Investments
“[Metaverse] development will continue and bespoke companies capitalizing on the evolving 

opportunity will emerge. While we believe that the development accomplished by the middle of 
this decade could be in the $800 billion range, incorporate these infrastructure companies and 
accelerating change more broadly could mean a $2.5 trillion opportunity by 2030, resulting in a 

17.5% CAGR between now and the end of the decade.”

Eric Sheridan, Analyst at Goldman Sachs
“We think this [the metaverse] could be as much as an $8 trillion dollar opportunity 

on the revenue and monetization side.”

David Grider & Matt Maximo, Head of Research & Research Analyst at Grayscale
“Our social lives and gaming are converting and creating a large, fast-growing virtual goods 

consumer economy. It is estimated that revenue from virtual gaming worlds 
could grow from ~$180 billion in 2020 to ~$400 billion in 2025”.



Intel’s Perspectives on the Metaverse

Source of Opinions & Quotes: “Powering the Metaverse” by Raja Koduri (SVP at Intel), Intel Newsroom, 12/14/2021, 
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/newsroom/opinion/powering-metaverse.html  

35 Metaverse Enthusiasm

1 The “Metaverse” Term: Author Neal Stephenson coined the term, “metaverse”, in his 1992 science fiction novel 
titled Snow Crash.

2
Technological Transformation & Transition: “The metaverse may be the next major platform in computing 
after the world wide web and mobile… There are reasons to believe that we are on the cusp of the next major 
transition in computing”.

3 Defining the Metaverse: “Metaverse has come to represent a utopian convergence of digital experiences fueled 
by Moore’s Law - an aspiration to enable rich, real-time, globally-interconnected virtual and augmented-reality 
environments that will enable billions of people to work, play, collaborate, and socialize in entirely new ways”.

4
Current Technical Constraint: “Truly persistent and immerse computing, at scale and accessible by billions of 
humans in real time, will require even more: a 1,000-times increase in computational efficiency from today’s 
state of the art. Beyond the hardware improvements, we also need new algorithms and software 
architectures”.

5 What’s Next in Metaverse Computing Technology: Intel has defined 3 layers in the building blocks for the 
metaverse: meta intelligence layer, meta ops layer, and meta compute layer.



Growth Dashboard: Uniswap & OpenSea

Note: Any trading symbols, entities, or investment products displayed are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to portray recommendations. The presented ticker symbols are 
not a solicitation to buy, hold, or sell securities. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Data is sourced from Dune Analytics. 

36 Metaverse Enthusiasm



Digital Property Rights and Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs)

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

37 Metaverse Enthusiasm

Digital 
Artwork & Content

Connections with 
Consumers & Collectors

Brand Promotion 
& Marketing

Blockchain 
Technology

Asset Marketplaces

Digital Property Rights 
& Royalty Revenues



Metaverse Enthusiasm

Examples of Publicly-Traded Gaming Companies

38

Tencent Holdings
(OTCMKTS: TCEHY)

Sony Group 
(NYSE: SONY)

Nintendo 
(OTCMKTS: NTDOY)

Activision Blizzard
(NASDAQ: ATVI)

Electronic Arts
(NASDAQ: EA)

Sea Limited
(NYSE: SE)

Roblox
(NYSE: RBLX)

NetEase
(NASDAQ: NTES)

Zynga 
(NASDAQ: ZNGA)

Microsoft 
(NASDAQ: MSFT)

Corsair Gaming
(NASDAQ: CRSR)

Take 2 Interactive
(NASDAQ: TTWO)

Skillz
(NYSE: SKLZ)

Unity Software
(NYSE: U)

Ubisoft Entertainment 
(OTCMKTS: UBSFY)

Note: Any trading symbols, entities, or investment products displayed are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to portray recommendations. The presented ticker symbols are 
not a solicitation to buy, hold, or sell securities. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.



CB Insights Defined a List of Important & Growing Metaverse Categories

Data Source: CB Insights (as of September 9, 2021), https://www.cbinsights.com/research/metaverse-market-map/ 

39 Metaverse Enthusiasm

Hardware, Computing, 
and Infrastructure

Next-Gen Displays & 
Hardware Interfaces

Chips, Data Centers, 
Graphics Rendering

Asset Marketplaces, 
Commerce, & Finance

Avatars & 
Virtual Clothing

Virtual Worlds & 
Digital Property Ownership

Sample 
Product Categories

VR, AR, XR, and Haptic 
Technologies 

Software

Simulation 
& Virtualization

Unlocking New Creativity & 
Asset Creation

Programming & Game 
Development Engines



Metaverse Enthusiasm

Intersection of DeFi & Metaverse is Creating Value

40

DeFi & NFTs

Social Tokens to 
Monetize Social 

Networking Influence

Metaverse Economy

Decentralized 
Autonomous 

Organizations (DAOs)

Metaverse Currencies & 
Cryptoeconomy

Digital Tokens



Metaverse Enthusiasm

Multiple, Large, and Converging Categories are Needed to Build 
the Metaverse 

41

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.

Software & Hardware 
Development and 

Infrastructure

Creator Economy & 
“Metaverse Builders”

Decentralization & 
Web3.0

New Immersive 
Experiences in Virtual 
Living, Workplace 
Productivity, Gaming, 
E-Commerce, Social 
Communities, and More

Multivariate Identity, 
Digital Property Rights 
& NFTs
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Metaverse-Focused 
Companies
● Startups are creating new experiences and are 

building in the metaverse.

● We believe companies like NVIDIA have 

strong potential to support & enable many 

technological trends, the omniverse, and 

high-growth themes.

● There are several examples of publicly-traded 

companies with large initiatives in the 

metaverse, virtual worlds, and gaming.

Metaverse-Focused Companies

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.
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Examples of Startups in the Metaverse

Source: CB Insights (as of September 9, 2021), https://www.cbinsights.com/research/metaverse-market-map/
Note: Any trading symbols, entities, or investment products displayed are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to portray recommendations. The presented ticker symbols are 
not a solicitation to buy, hold, or sell securities. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. 

43 Metaverse-Focused Companies



NVIDIA is an Enabler of Many Technological Trends 
& High-Growth Themes

Source: NVIDIA, https://investor.nvidia.com/home/default.aspx
Note: Any trading symbols, entities, or investment products displayed are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to portray recommendations. The presented ticker symbols are 
not a solicitation to buy, hold, or sell securities. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.

44 Metaverse-Focused Companies

Omniverse & 
Visualization

Autonomous 
Driving

AI & ML 
Research

Data Centers 
& High 

Performance 
Computing

GPUs & 
Gaming



NVIDIA’s Perspectives on the Metaverse: NVIDIA Omniverse Enterprise

Source: NVIDIA, https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/omniverse/enterprise/
Note: Any trading symbols, entities, or investment products displayed are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to portray recommendations. The presented ticker symbols are 
not a solicitation to buy, hold, or sell securities. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. 

45 Metaverse-Focused Companies

3D Design 
Collaboration

Industrial 
Digital Twins

AvatarsVirtual 
Worlds

Simulation



Examples of Publicly-Traded Companies with Large Initiatives in the 
Metaverse, Virtual Worlds, and Gaming

46 Metaverse-Focused Companies

Source: “Market Map of the Metaverse” by Jon Radoff, 4/13/2021, https://medium.com/building-the-metaverse/market-map-of-the-metaverse-8ae0cde89696
Note: Any trading symbols, entities, or investment products displayed are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to portray recommendations. The presented ticker symbols are 
not a solicitation to buy, hold, or sell securities. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.



Summary

Summary47

1
Changes in Consumer Behavior: The consumer shift towards online activities is a long-term trend and was 
accelerated by COVID-19. With the rise of digital adoption and digital transformation, the directional arrow of 
communication is more online, more immersive, and more voluminous. Increasingly, many people will experience 3 
versions of “real life”: physical world, virtual world, and a hybrid world.

2
Identity & Persona Management: With more online interactions, there has been a rise in multiple personas, 
changing roles, and increasing ambiguities of identities. We believe that the convergence of pseudonymity and 
decentralization will accelerate these trends and validate the importance of identity management.

3 Introduction to the Metaverse: Several layers, attributes, traits, and intersecting trends exist for the potential 
multi-trillion-dollar metaverse opportunity. The early innings of the metaverse trend indicate lots of growth 
opportunities ahead with the acknowledgement of uncertainty.

4 Metaverse Enthusiasm: There currently exists tremendous enthusiasm among many tech executives, industry 
analysts, venture capitalists, content creators, and more for e-commerce, creator economy, digital software 
technologies, the metaverse, and decentralized finance & the cryptoeconomy. 

5
Metaverse-Focused Companies: Connecting and intersecting the developer ecosystem, creator economy, and 
consumers will be essential for the success for the metaverse. Key components of building more immersive 
experiences are multi-sensory interactions and embodied experiences with deeper feelings of real-time presence. 
Across the 7 layers of the metaverse, there are several methods of companies participating in the metaverse.

All information on this slide are opinions of Drawing Capital.



Resources

Summary48

NEWSLETTER

drawingcapital.substack.com

CONTACT US

invest@drawingcapital.com

drawingcapital.com




